Historians of military medicine have paid far more attention, albeit uneven, to the First World War than to the Second. Mark Harrison\'s *Medicine and victory* is a landmark text. It is the first work, official histories aside, to provide a comprehensive survey of British military medicine in all the major allied campaigns of the Second World War in which the British had sole or a significant military involvement. Further it attempts assessments of the place of various sorts of medicine in these campaigns (on death rates, morale, etc.) as well making an overall appraisal of its contribution to the war as a whole. Harrison\'s book is rigorously devoted to battle. There is no home front here or history of the treatment of soldiers at home or, indeed, very far away from the battlefront if it comes to that, except in the case of soldiers in the camps in Singapore and Hong Kong. The main chapter titles speak Harrison\'s faithful shadowing of wartime action. After some general orientation come the campaigns: 'Medicine in Retreat 1940--1942', 'The Western Desert, 1940--1943'; 'North Africa, Sicily and Italy; Burma and North-East India', and finally, 'Medicine Victorious: North-West Europe, 1944--1945'. In the last chapter Harrison sums up and conjectures.

Overall, Harrison considers British medicine had a good war, certainly in contrast to that of the Germans and the Japanese. By 1944, he writes, "most casualties were receiving treatment within hours of wounding" (p. 275). Medical technologies, notably immunization and penicillin, saved lives. After 1944 penicillin\'s effect on returning men to combat, not only by preventing sepsis but also by curing VD is staggering. Yet, we knew these things. Harrison just tells this old tale well with new examples and statistics. What repeatedly shines through this book, however, is the triumph of British military medicine\'s organizational power. The British seem to have understood far more readily than did the Axis powers the medical problems of the rapidly moving fronts of the Second World War. This is particularly well seen in the use of aircraft to evacuate troops, the organization of blood transfusion services and in the deployment of front line surgical teams, notably those treating head wounds. What is more striking, and perhaps less well recognized, is that, when facing a new, critical, situation and coping poorly, British medical administrators adapted quickly. Burma, in spite of its being one of the less successful medical campaigns, was a good case in point. The generally good relations between medical officers and their combatant colleagues seem to have been pivotal here. Lieutenant-General William Slim, who commanded the British forces in Burma, echoing an Enlightenment sentiment, put it in a nutshell: "Good doctors are no use without good discipline ... More than half the battle against disease is fought not by doctors but by regimental officers" (p. 194). In some quarters in the German forces, masculine, military values eclipsed all others to the point that sickness was regarded as weakness. In spite of legendary Germanic efficiency, these values sometimes showed through. Brilliant commander though he was, Rommel was not closely attendant to the medical and hygienic needs of an army. Montgomery was. This factor was possibly enough to turn the tide in the Western desert. As to the Japanese, Harrison seems nonplussed as he catalogues their unexplained bayoneting of medical officers, nurses and civilian orderlies. An important point that Harrison repeatedly, and in my view rightly, makes, is that like medical officers in the First War, those of the Second, bullied, ordered and patronized the troops but, unlike their predecessors, they also appealed to ideals of citizenship. There is much here for the historian of democracy and the fate of the Enlightenment.

Historians need not fear that Harrison has conquered the field of military medicine in the Second World War. There is extensive research here but Harrison shows there is much to be done. This is a relatively short book for such a massive topic. It reads well, is challenging and much like a good, long essay is a call to historical arms. There are a few illustrations but surely fans of the BBC television series *Dad\'s Army* will recognize in the picture on p. 171 that the bank manager Captain Mainwaring (a.k.a. Mannering) did see active service, but under the nom-de-plume of "Two-gun Pete".
